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Please sign full name (or put mark)

People sign their names on electronic signature pads millions of times a day. It is a long-standing, secure
technology that increases eﬃciency and saves money. If this technology were applied to allow voters to sign
voter registration forms electronically, it could revolutionize voter registration. Archaic, mistake-ridden paper
registrations could be reduced or eliminated. States would save money, registrations would be more accurately
recorded, and voters would gain the ease of being able to register or update their registrations from anywhere,
at any time of day. is is a reform made for the 21st Century and our Digital Age.

FaiR ElEctions lEgal nEtwoRk

introduction
n May, 2010, election oﬃcials in Santa Clara County, California became the first in the country to accept voter registration forms
that were signed by hand and submitted electronically using mobile, touchscreen technology.1 is development has the potential
to revolutionize voter registration in the United States, where reliance on paper registration processes is costly, error-prone, and
time-consuming.

I

Currently, eight states – Arizona, Colorado, Indiana, kansas, louisiana, Oregon, Utah, and washington – allow voters to register
through an online system, with more states poised to do so in the near future.2 However, each state limits this option to applicants
who already have a signature on file with the state. by restricting electronic registration to a subset of eligible voters – those with
in-state driver’s licenses or government ID cards – states exclude thousands of otherwise eligible voters from the convenience and
reduced error rate of registering online. ese restrictions disproportionately aﬀect already underrepresented segments of the
populace, including poor, minority, and youth voters.
by making the entire process electronic – including the handwritten signature – we can bring voter registration into the Digital Age.
Using any mobile device with a touchscreen, voters could type their information into the voter registration form, sign it by hand, and
submit it with a click.
is technology would benefit both election oﬃcials
and voters. For election oﬃcials, the benefits are
similar to those aﬀorded by online registration systems. e data within voter registration applications
can be uploaded automatically to state voter files,
thereby eliminating the costs and errors that occur
when paper voter registration forms need to be keyed
in by clerical staﬀ.
Voters would benefit by having voter registration at
their fingertips, whenever they are motivated, and
wherever they have a touchscreen device and mobile
internet access. ose without a touchscreen
device could borrow one for the few minutes it takes
to register. A single mobile phone could register a
family, or a neighborhood. Voter registration organizations could also use touchscreen devices instead of paper registration forms, reaching even more
eligible voters, including those in communities without high touchscreen usage.
It is time to expand this innovation throughout the United States. As a society, we can ill aﬀord to continue relying on systems that
yield low registration rates and disenfranchise alarming numbers of voters. Integrating mobile voter registration technology into our
election systems should be a high priority.

what is Mobile Voter Registration?
Mobile voter registration (MVr) is a type of electronic voter registration in which the voter types his or her information into an
electronic voter registration form, signs it on a touchscreen device that captures and embeds their handwritten signature electronically
into the form, and submits it via e-mail to state election oﬃcials.
In Santa Clara County, California, the system worked as follows: eight test applicants filled out the national Mail Voter registration
Form3 and signed their names on a touchscreen using various mobile internet devices.4 each applicant’s information and electronic
signature were integrated into a secure pdf (portable document format) file5 and returned to them via email.6 e applicants then
emailed their voter registration forms – now secure electronic pdf files – to the county elections oﬃce, where they were accepted by
the county registrar.7
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state Election officials would Benefit
Mobile voter registration offers the same type of benefits that online voter registration provides,
while covering additional voters with easier implementation
Mobile voter registration would oﬀer tremendous benefits to state election oﬃcials. e electronic forms provide the same types of
benefits that online voter registration oﬀers to a state, with the added benefits of being available to register additional voters, and with
quicker and easier implementation. In the initial test run in Santa Clara County, the applications were simply printed out by election
oﬃcials and treated like regular paper applications. As pdf files, this option would always be available. However, these pdf files contain data that can be uploaded automatically into state election databases, thereby eliminating the costs and mistakes associated with
manual data entry.8

v

MVr is less expensive to process than paper
registration

Cost savings can be significant. In Arizona, an online registration form costs
just $.03 to process, versus $.83 to process a paper registration form.9 In
washington State, the cost of an online voter registration application is
estimated at $.45 as opposed to $1.55 for a paper registration.10 before
Oregon adopted online registration, it was estimated that state and county
election oﬃcials spent $8.8 million dollars on voter registration activities in
2008, or $7.67 per transaction for new and updated registrations.11 Costs
under an online registration system are projected to drop significantly.12

Comparative Cost of Voter
Registration in Arizona

Mobile voter registration would oﬀer similar cost savings because the
application can be directly transferred into state voter databases. Indeed,
accepting electronic registrations via e-mail will be less costly than setting up an
online voter registration system because less programming and maintenance is
required. A state only needs the software necessary to transfer data from secure
pdf files.13

v

MVr would eliminate errors that occur when
processing paper registrations

eliminating errors is just as important.14 A recent study found that in some counties in Florida and California, as many as 5% of
registration applications were considered “incomplete” but were nonetheless entered into the state’s system.15 Oﬃcials in Maricopa
County, Arizona found that paper-based forms were five times more likely to introduce errors into the registration process as compared
to paperless registrations.16 with paper applications, even if an applicant delivers a perfectly legible and complete registration
application, typographical and transposition errors can occur at the time of data-entry into the state’s voter database.17
Mobile voter registration could address these issues. Problems associated with illegibility, completeness, and data-entry errors by the
registrar would disappear. Applicants would be able to key their information into the mobile device, producing easily readable,
digital information fields. Prompts to provide missing information would ensure that applicants do not submit incomplete
applications. Automatic data transfers from the application to the state’s voter database would eliminate manual data-entry errors at
the registrar’s oﬃce.

v

MVr can be processed much faster than paper registrations

Mobile voter registration forms could be processed much more rapidly than paper forms, with fewer personnel, again because data
upload is essentially instantaneous. One of the reasons states set voter registration deadlines 30 days in advance of election Day is that
it takes so long for them to process paper registrations, which are often submitted in large numbers close to the deadline. election
oﬃcials would benefit greatly if this data-entry crunch were relieved.

Voters would Benefit
Mobile voter registration is the only type of paperless registration that would be widely available
Voters would also benefit from mobile voter registration. It could be made available in all states more rapidly than online voter
registration. Just as important, within each of those states, it would be available to all voters, not just those who already have an
in-state driver’s license or signature on file with the state. Voter registration could happen at any time, and in any location, and voters
would receive instant feedback letting them know their applications have been received. eliminating errors also helps voters, as
mistakes in paper-based systems often cost people the right to vote.18
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v

MVr would help voters in virtually all states

e only thing a state has to provide to begin accepting mobile voter registrations is an e-mail address where the electronic forms can
be sent. e technology to be able to upload the data within these applications is readily available and easily implemented.19 us,
instead of the eight states that currently oﬀer online registration, almost every state could make this available to its citizens quickly
– certainly before the 2012 election.20

v

MVr would help all voters in each state

Mobile voter registration would also benefit voters because it would allow all voters to take advantage of electronic registration, not just
those with current in-state driver’s licenses or accessible signatures on file. at limitation, which is applied in all online registration states,
leaves out thousands of voters in each state,21 a disproportionate number of whom are youths, seniors, or minorities.22
e U.S. Department of transportation has found that 8-10% of all Americans over the age of 18 do not have a driver’s license. 23
but this estimate undercounts the problem in important ways. First, the percentage is not spread evenly across the electorate. A
wisconsin study found that 23% of those over 65, and more than half of African Americans and Hispanics, did not have a driver’s license.24 Second, it does not account for the requirement that the driver’s license must be in-state. About 25% of
college students go to school out-of-state,25 to pick just one mobile segment of the population, and many of them have not
switched their driver’s license by the time they need to register to vote for november elections.
Mobile voter registration avoids these limitations by allowing voters to provide a handwritten electronic signature on their
application, just as they would on any paper form. It could therefore be available to all voters.

Officials in Maricopa
County, Arizona
found that paperbased forms were five
times more likely to
introduce errors into
the registration
process as compared
to paperless
registrations.

v

Voters could access MVr anywhere, at any time

Mobile voter registration also would allow voters to complete a voter registration application at any
time, and in virtually any place. ey could register while watching the news, or attending a political rally, or checking their social networking sites, or while taking a civics class – anywhere that
reminds and motivates them to register to vote.
rough the internet, voters would be able to access the federal form, read any state requirements,
fill out the form properly, sign it, and submit it. is is a significant benefit, as voter registration
varies from state-to-state, and can be a very confusing process, especially for first-time voters. Software could be developed to help voters navigate the process from beginning to end.

guides to voter registration are available online now, but most voters cannot complete the process online. ey need to print
out the form, sign it, and mail it in. with mobile voter registration, voters would not need access to a printer or a stamp. ey
would only need brief access to a touchscreen mobile device.26

v

Underrepresented segments of the electorate could more easily be served

Mobile voter registration would not be limited to the aﬄuent. lower-income individuals are increasingly represented in the
consumer base for touchscreen devices.27 Indeed, African Americans and Hispanics are more likely than their white counterparts
to own a cell phone and use its data functions.28 Moreover, an individual would not have to own a touchscreen device to take
advantage of mobile voter registration. Anyone with the ability to borrow one for a few minutes could complete the process
quickly and painlessly. is technology would be especially valuable to youths, who have low registration and voting rates,29 in
part because they are the most mobile segment of the population,30 but are leaders in mobile internet usage.31
States could also make touchscreen devices available at public libraries, and third-party voter registration organizations could use
them instead of paper forms to register voters.32 ird-party groups are already using iPads to register voters, but so far have been
limited to the few states oﬀering online voter registration, and can only register voters with an in-state driver’s license. with
mobile voter registration, voter groups could go anywhere and register any citizen, at far less cost than it takes to collect and process
paper registrations.33

v

Voters could also receive instant feedback when they submit their registration

Mobile voter registration would also enable voters to receive instant feedback that their registration was received, as state oﬃcials
could automate responses to registration e-mails. Under paper-based systems, voters need to wait days or weeks before they
know whether their registration form was received. If it is not, and the voter registration deadline passes in the interim, they are
unable to register and vote in that election. ese delays can be eliminated.
Mobile voter registration can also be set so that a registration cannot be submitted if any required fields are not completed. is
would give voters greater confidence that if their application was received, it was successful in putting them on the rolls.34
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Handwritten Electronic signatures are secure
e key to mobile voter registration is the ability to embed a handwritten electronic signature into an electronic voter
registration form. is is a process recognized and used widely in the commercial world for more than a decade.35 ere would
be no diﬃculty incorporating it into the voter registration field.
e commercial world sets criteria for such signatures to establish their security. For example, a “handwritten electronic
signature” could be defined as a signature in the handwriting of the applicant that is recorded electronically, and that meets the
following criteria: it is (1) unique to the signatory and the form being signed, (2) capable of identifying the signatory, and (3)
linked to the form in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data is detectable.36 ese criteria are well-recognized
ways of expressing how electronic signature capture can be made secure and verifiable.
From a security and verification standpoint, handwritten electronic signatures oﬀer benefits that even inked signatures do not.
touchscreen technology makes it possible to collect data points throughout the signing process – like a mini-video – and encode this
data in the electronic file sent to election oﬃcials.37 If oﬃcials need to, they can examine this data for verification purposes. e
signature can also be rendered tamper-proof, such that any eﬀort to alter the signature would immediately corrupt the data file.38

Handwritten Electronic signatures are already accepted
At least three states – Delaware, kansas and rhode Island – already ask voters registering to vote or updating their registrations
at motor vehicle agencies to sign their names on electronic signature pads rather than paper.39
Other states, like north Carolina, accept that “[a]n electronically captured image of the signature
of a voter on an electronic voter registration form oﬀered by a State agency shall be considered a
valid signature for all purposes for which a signature on a paper voter registration form is used,”
even if they have not yet developed a system for accepting these electronic signatures on voter
registration forms.40 Several more states, including Florida,41 Indiana,42 Iowa,43 and texas44 have
similar statutes.45 Moreover, at some point in the process, many states digitize the voter
registration signatures they receive, rendering what was once a signature on a piece of paper into
an electronic file.46 us, there is nothing radical in the idea of electronic voter
registration forms signed with handwritten electronic signatures.

Handwritten Electronic signatures will
compare with Paper signatures
One concern that is often raised is how a handwritten electronic signature will compare with a handwritten inked signature when states match signed mail-in ballots with signatures on file. e
comparison should work as well as current systems, for at least three reasons.
First, voters will control their handwritten electronic signature. If they do not like the
appearance of a signature on the voter registration form, they can erase it and start over before they
submit it to election oﬃcials.

Election officials
in Santa Clara
County, when
comparing new
voter registration
applications
containing
electronic
signatures with
previous paper
applications, said
the new versions
were “really clear
and better than
what we have on
file.”

Second, handwritten signatures on new voter registration forms will be more current than the signature captured by online
registration systems from driver’s licenses, which may be years old.47 Signatures can evolve over time, so it is better to have a more
recent signature on file.
ird, there is no evidence that the states already accepting handwritten electronic signatures at motor vehicle agencies, or that
digitize voter signatures, have had trouble comparing them with signatures on absentee ballots. touchscreens used on mobile
devices are better and more sensitive than the typical signature pad found in grocery stores and other commercial settings, and
thus will capture a clear signature.48 Indeed, election oﬃcials in Santa Clara County, when comparing new voter registration
applications containing electronic signatures with previous paper applications, said the new versions were “really clear and better
than what we have on file.”49
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Handwritten Electronic signatures are consistent
with Federal law
e national Voter registration Act of 1993 (nVrA) requires states to accept and use the federal voter registration form. 50 Moreover, the federal form “may require only such identifying information (including the signature of the applicant) … as is necessary
to enable the appropriate State election oﬃcial to assess the eligibility of the applicant ….”51 e federal form also “requires the
signature of the applicant, under penalty of perjury.”52 us, there are two and only two elements that a signature on a voter registration form is needed to satisfy: (1) identity, and (2) aﬃrmation of the truth of the application under penalty of perjury.
A handwritten electronic signature meets both of these elements just as well as a signature inked on a piece of paper. It provides
“identifying information” in that it is in the hand of the signer. Indeed, one of the criteria that can be required of a “handwritten electronic signature” is that it be “capable of identifying the signatory.”53 It also supplies the necessary requirements to bind
the applicant under penalty of perjury.54

How to implement Mobile Voter Registration
ere are a number of ways that mobile voter registration could be implemented nationwide.

e election Assistance Commission could adopt regulations to advance mobile voter registration
One direct and simple way to advance mobile voter registration would be for the federal election Assistance Commission (eAC) to
revise its regulations for the national Mail Voter registration Form to expressly allow handwritten
electronic signatures to be submitted on an electronic version of the form. Feln’s legal Director
One direct and simple
recently testified before the eAC to propose this solution.55 Feln has also submitted oﬃcial comway to advance mobile
ments to eAC’s proposed regulations to urge this approach.56 A regulation specifying that a handvoter registration would written electronic signature integrated into an electronic copy of the federal form would satisfy the
signature requirements on the form would be suﬃcient. A definition of “handwritten electronic sigbe for the EAC to
nature” could also be provided.57

revise its regulations for
the National Mail Voter
Registration Form to
expressly allow
handwritten electronic
signatures to be submitted
on an electronic version of
the form.

If the eAC were to draft such regulations, companies with technical expertise could then step forward to create the software that would make these forms available electronically on all the diﬀerent
mobile touchscreen devices. Software designers would also likely set up the form so it could not be
sent until all relevant fields were populated with data. is would eliminate submission of incomplete forms.

e eAC does not need to establish its own electronic signature version of the form to move
this forward. nor does it need to resolve all the technical interface issues that might arise between voters submitting the form and state election oﬃcials. It will be enough to begin the
process if state oﬃcials provide an e-mail address where voters can submit the form. If states
do not have the technical capability to upload the data within the forms when they are first
submitted, they can print the forms and treat the registration like a paper submission. States will have enough of an incentive to
modernize their systems to be able to upload the data once significant numbers of electronic applications are submitted. Feln’s
comments address other specific amendments to eAC’s regulations that would help implement mobile voter registration.58

v

Congress could advance mobile voter registration

e Voter registration Modernization Act of 2009 (H.r. 1719) oﬀers another vehicle for national implementation.59 is bill has gone
through several iterations while it awaits markup by the House Committee on Administration. It could very easily incorporate a
provision requiring states to accept handwritten electronic signatures on an electronic version of the federal voter registration form.

v

States could begin accepting electronic voter registration forms with handwritten electronic signatures

State laws in most states give discretion to state oﬃcials to accept electronic signatures on oﬃcial documents.60 is would enable them
to create electronic versions of state voter registration forms that would incorporate and accept handwritten electronic signatures.
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v

Federal law may already require states to accept handwritten electronic signatures on the national Voter
registration Form

Although Feln has urged the eAC to revise its regulations to explicitly accept handwritten electronic signatures on the national Mail Voter
registration Form, a strong argument can be made that this step is not necessary before such forms can be submitted to states. As noted above,
states must “accept and use” the federal form.61 In addition, a handwritten electronic signature meets the two federal criteria for a signature on
the form – identity and aﬃrmation of truth.62 to the extent there are other requirements in current eAC regulations regarding the federal form
– e.g., format requirements – arguably these are “not material [under the Voting rights Act] in determining whether [the signing] individual is
qualified under State law to vote.”63 erefore, they should not negate the application of a qualified voter who provides a handwritten electronic
signature on an electronic voter registration form.

conclusion
Mobile voter registration is an innovation whose time has come. ere are multiple ways to implement it. e election Assistance Commission could expressly permit the federal voter registration form to allow a handwritten electronic signature; Congress could mandate it; states
could begin accepting it; or courts could recognize that it meets all the criteria required of voter registrations under the nVrA and the Voting
rights Act.
no matter how it is implemented, it is an innovation that would help election oﬃcials, voters, and third-party groups that register and seek to
turn out voters. Moreover, it can be utilized to help register underrepresented portions of the electorate.
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